Today, we have to deal with many data (Big data) and we need to make decisions by choosing an architectural framework to analyze these data coming from different area. Due to this, it becomes problematic when we want to process these data, and even more, when it is continuous data. When you want to process some data, you have to first receive it, store it, and then query it. This is what we call Batch Processing. It works well when you process big amount of data, but it finds its limits when you want to get fast (real-time) processing results, such as financial trades, sensors, user session activity, etc. The solution to this problem is stream processing. Stream processing approach consists of data arriving record by record, and rather than storing it, the processing is done as the data arrive.
I. INTRODUCTION
More and more data is produced today, and different techniques have been developed in order to process this data. Due to modern Big Data applications, like sensors, stock-trading or even user web traffic [6] data has to be processed in realtime. The technique that can handle this problem is called : stream processing [5] . So we have assisted to the rise of Stream processing frameworks, such as Samza and Flink, which are becoming more and more popular, for offering a model to ingest and process data at near real-time [7] . However, with several stream processing frameworks and technologies associated available, a problem arise : how to choose the right framework ? Each framework has its own features and is more or less different from another framework. So, depending on the context, you choose the best solution. But another problem occurs here : on what criteria are you basing on to answer this question ?
In this paper, we provide a quality model for a decision taking. This model enforced by what we call variables/criteria, can help you through a decision and we see if it is suitable to choose stream processing framework. We identify and explain in details four criteria that are important for the framework decision making. Further, we quickly present the selected frameworks with their pros and cons. The criteria and the frameworks have been chosen following a study of stream processing papers. We analyzed these papers, and picked based on an average, the most redundant.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow, we analyze the related work that has been done (ii), and then explain our research methodology (iii). We identify, and explain the different frameworks (iv), and present the criteria to base on (v). We propose a decision model tree supported by the previous parts to evaluate and choose the right framework (vi), and back our criteria by two case studies (vii) . We discuss our model, and do a critical analysis (viii), and finally conclude, and bring to light some future work (ix).
II. BACKGROUND
In order to understand what is a stream processing framework, we should first explain the overall subject : data processing. In this section, we are going to present, and explain batch and stream processing, to understand their differences. Then, we will give the requirements rules of stream processing. These rules, and the definitions, will help us understand what is a stream processing framework.
A. Definitions
Data processing is significantly essential today, for organizations such as companies, if they want to stay competitive, and affect positively their business. Using just the simple data, or raw data can limit the understanding of the information. Processed data, after it was collected, and transformed, becomes usable information. If not done in the correct manner, the processing can negatively affect the data output. This is why data processing techniques have been developed and improved to process the data in the best way possible; to have the best latency and performance for example.
Batch processing is a technique of processing, for a large group of data. We talk about batch jobs, when processing can be done without end-user interaction, or scheduled to start automatically. Batch processing means that, data have already been stored over a period of time. For example, processing all the data gathered over a week. A known framework for this is Hadoop. The batch processing technique works well when you do not want real-time results, but rather, when you want to process large volume of data to get detailed results.
Stream processing technique instead, is for real time processing. Rather than waiting to store the data over a period of 978-1-7281-5052-9/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE time, stream processing allows to process the data as it arrives. As soon as the data is received, you process it, so you can use the last processed results to be up to date. An example of use case would be for fraud detection.
The key for understanding the differences is, using stream processing, you can process the data before you store it on the disk, as opposite to batch processing, when you need to have the data on disk before processing it.
B. Requirements of distributed stream processing frameworks
There are eight rules [12] that serve to illustrate the necessary features required for any system that will be used for high-volume low-latency stream processing applications. 
III. METHODOLOGY AND TOOLS
To build our model for choosing and evaluating stream processing frameworks, we analyzed over 15 papers. It was an iterative process, as we were building the decision model tree, and analyzing papers. We wanted to analyze just as much paper to let us build a first draft of the model. We wanted to have solid foundations when building our model, in a manner that we would extend it later, and not modify its internal working.
In order to do that, we divided our approach in two incremental steps : frameworks and criteria.
The first step was searching for the frameworks used today. Not only the frameworks that have been used in real world, but also, have been studied in the literature.
We used two main search tools : Scopus and Google Scholar. When searching for the framework, we had to choose our keywords, and apply filters in a manner that would give to us the most relevant results.
We first searched for stream processing framework without any filter to have a first view of the results. After getting more than 100,000 results, we applied some filters to our search to strictly have in the body, or title, the terms : "stream processing framework", in this order.
This drastically reduced our results to a thousand results. We applied another filter, which is the "published in" filter, to only have the most relevant articles. After this, we begun reading papers about a specific framework, to get a first impression on the topic, and gather as many information as we can. Afterwards, we counted how many articles treated about a particular stream processing framework. The articles treating about a framework having the most points were chosen. This is how we end up with four frameworks. After having enough articles, we re analyzed them, but this time, it was to extract relevant criteria, and our methodology followed a redundancy principle. We then did the same work as for the frameworks.
It means that for each article, we extracted the criteria, and compared it with the criteria found in the other articles. We decided to gather the redundant ones, and test them to try to build a model. Four criteria were enough to build, and test out, a first drafted model.
IV. SURVEY OF STREAM PROCESSING FRAMEWORKS
In this section, we will present four frameworks that are used to resolve stream processing problem.
A. Storm
Storm integrates with any database (e.g: MongoDB) and any queuing system (e.g: RabbitMQ, Kafka). Criteria list validation working.... Storm works with tuples. A tuple is a named list of values and can contain any type of object. Its API is simple and easy to use due to only three abstractions: 1) Spout : A spout is a source of streams and reads from a queuing broker. 2) Bolt : Where most of computation's logic goes. Computation logic can be functions, filters, streaming joins, streaming aggregations etc. So basically, from an input, and with computation logic you can produce new output streams.
3) Topology : A network of spouts and bolts.
Storm is scalable, fault-tolerant and have an at-least once guarantee message semantic. The cons here are that there is no ordering guarantees and duplicates may occur. Another of its strengths is if a node dies, the worker will be restarted on another node. If a worker dies, Storm will restart it automatically. At the date of writing this article, with Storm SQL integration, queries can be run over streaming data, but it is still experimental. Furthermore, Storm provides an exactly-once guarantee with Trident which is a high-level abstraction. This model is a micro-batch processing model that add a state and will increase latency.
B. Spark
Spark is an hybrid framework which means it can perform batch as well as stream processing. Spark natively works with batch, but it has a library called Spark Streaming that can allow to work with near real time data. It means that incoming data are regrouped into small batch and then processed without increasing the latency too much unlike Storm which provides true streaming processing. One of its power is that the manner you write batch jobs is the same you write stream jobs. More than that, it is fault-tolerant and has an exactly-once semantics. Spark has its own modules that you can combine :
• Machine Learning • GraphX (for graph programming) Spark runs in Hadoop, Apache Mesos, Kubernetes, standalone or in the cloud and access diverse data sources such as HDFS, Cassandra, etc.
C. Samza
Samza is decoupled in three layers [8] : 1) Streaming 2) Execution 3) Processing 1) Streaming: For the message queuing system, Samza uses Kafka. Kafka is a distributed pub/sub and it has an at-least once message guarantees. Kafka consumers subscribe to topic, which allow them to read messages.
2) Execution: Samza uses YARN to run jobs. It allow to execute commands on a cluster of machines after allocating containers. This is made possible because of YARN, which is the Hadoop's next generation cluster scheduler. So, YARN provides a resource management and task execution framework to execute jobs.
3) Processing: It uses the two layers above: input and output come from Kafka brokers. YARN is used to run a Samza job and supervise the containers. The processing code the developer write runs in these containers. Samza's processing model is real time.
One of Samza's advantages is that the streaming and execution layers can be replaced with any other technologies. Also, because of the use of YARN, Samza is fault tolerant; Samza works with YARN to transparently migrate tasks to another machine. The processing model Samza provides are both batch and stream (real time). Whatever the code you write, it will be reusable whatever the model. Switching models needs config change; from HDFS to Kafka to pass from batch to stream processing.
D. Flink
Flink supports batch and real-time stream processing model. It has an exactly-once guarantee for both models. Flink is faulttolerant and can be deployed to numerous resource providers such as YARN, Apache Mesos and Kubernetes; but also as stand-alone cluster. One of the advantages of this framework is that it can run millions of events per seconds by using the minimum of resources, all of this at a low latency. Flink provides three layered API's : 1) ProcessFunction : It implements the logic, process individuals or grouped events and give control over time and state. 2) DataStream : Provides primitives for stream operations such as transformations. It is based on functions like aggregate, map and reduce. 3) SQL : To ease the writing jobs for analytics on real time data.
V. CRITERIA USED IN FRAMEWORKS
To choose a stream processing framework, we have identified some criteria. These criteria don't give you the answer on whether you should use stream processing or batch processing, but rather helps you take the decision to pick the right framework. So this step assumes that you already identified the problem, and you came to the idea that you should use stream processing model over batch processing.
The criteria that we are going to present are :
In this section, we explain the criteria in details, and for each criteria, we will give an example to better understand it.
A. Message semantics
Another term referring to this criteria is Message guarantees. The message guarantees can take three forms :
• At least-once : could be duplicates of the same message but we are sure that it has been delivered • At most-once : the message is delivered zero or one time • Exactly-once : the message is guaranteed to be delivered exactly one and only one time Before providing message guarantees, a system should be able to recover from faults. [6] Example : Depending on the context, the message guarantees will vary. If we have an intensive application where we cannot loose data, we will direct our choice to exactlyonce guarantee. However, if we cannot loose data, and having duplicates is not a problem, we will choose at least-once.
B. Fault tolerance
Streaming application run for an indefinite period, so it increases the chance of having faults. So this criteria is important, because despite the application has faults. Fault tolerance guarantees that the system will be highly available, operates even after failures, and has possibility to recover from them transparently. Flink has the highest availability.
Example : If we take the case of a smart care system, our system has to be 100% available, even if some failures occurs (internal or external). In the case of a smart care system, the system would automatically recovers, and continue normal behaviour.
C. Latency
Latency is the time between arrival of new data and its processing [10] . Latency goes hand in hand with recovery (fault tolerance) because, whenever the system has errors, it should recover fast enough so the latency doesn't decrease too much (i.e : the processing continue with minimal effect). Also, each framework can do some optimization on data such as message batching, to improve the throughput, but the cost will be to scarify latency.
Example : In the case of an intensive distributed application where we prioritize speed processing, we will have to opt for an at least-once message guarantee. The latency depends on fault tolerance as we said, but also on message guarantees. It means that depending on the guarantee chosen, it will impact the latency (from seconds to sub seconds).
D. Data processing model
To do stream processing, there is two techniques :
• Micro-batch : based on batch processing but rather than processing data that have been collected over previous time, data is packaged into small batches and collected in a very small time intervals and then delivered directly to the batch processing. Spark for example does microbatch. • Real-time : data is processed on fly as individual pieces, so there is no waiting. Flink process data in real-time. As messages are received directly, the real-time processing technique has a lower stream processing latency than microbatch, but it become harder to have an exactly-once semantics. However, micro-batch provides better fault-tolerance, and thus, it can guarantees that the message has been received only once.
Example : Choosing Spark Streaming over Flink guarantees not loosing any data, because it has better fault tolerance. However the cost will be loosing some latency.
What we understand here is that message semantics are related to the fault tolerance and the data processing model, and according to how the fault tolerance is implemented the latency will increase or decrease.
VI. QUALITY MODEL FOR CHOOSING AND EVALUATING A SPF
After presenting the different frameworks and found the main characteristics/criteria, we came with a model. A model for evaluating the frameworks and choosing one given a set of criteria. In this section, we explain why we have chosen these particular frameworks and how we extracted certain criteria. Afterward, we explain how we have prioritized the criteria, and then, with all these information we present the quality model.
A. Methodology
There is several processing frameworks used in production today. But to find out what framework is used in which company is difficult and take time. So, our primary sources were the research papers. We analyzed various papers about stream processing, and we defined redundancy as our benchmark. This means that we made a table with the papers and frameworks, and every time a paper cited a framework we gave a point to the paper. At the end, we had a table with the frameworks cited per paper.
We repeated the same process for the criteria. The result is on figure 2. This paper is a first draft, and we plan to study more papers to have more criteria and frameworks, and thus, to have better average results.
B. Choosing and prioritizing the criteria
After finding the criteria, we had to prioritize them. Here is the criteria ranked by importance.
1) Data model 2) Fault tolerance 3) Message semantics 4) Latency
The first decision is what type of stream processing to choose, because this will have an impact on the other criteria. If you choose a micro-batch framework, it will be possible to have for each framework an exactly-once message semantics as opposite to a real-time model.
Latency is of great importance, but, a framework should be able to recover fast enough, so it does not affect the system too much (with minimum time). And before providing message semantics it also should be recover from faults automatically. Because it will influence the other criteria beneath it, this is why the fault tolerance is in second position.
Depending on whether it is exactly-once or at least-once message semantics, the latency will change depending this criteria.
C. Decision Model Tree
Based on the previous parts, we present the decision model tree to evaluate and choose a stream processing framework ( fig. 3 ).
The first step is to decide which data model to use : microbatch or real time. Depending on this step, the path will be different and the expected results (latency time for example) will vary. The next step is to see what type of availability the future framework will have. In our model, there is no path for the "no fault tolerance" criteria. The reason of that is because the chosen frameworks in this paper all have a fault tolerance system included, which is not the case for others frameworks we did not cite here. This data model will be more complete in the future as we will add others frameworks and criteria. Then, depending on what type of messaging guarantees we want, we will a path. There is different applications, that require to be sure there is no duplicates. Other are more tolerant, and this criterion will influence the latency criterion. The model ends with different possible frameworks that will subsists to the needs. As we said before, we will add more criteria and frameworks subjects to the model to make it more complete and robust.
VII. CASE STUDIES
In this section, we analyze some stream processing application cases. We go through two companies : Netflix and Twitter. The goal of this section is to see if our contribution in this paper correspond to the reality (i.e: real world application). In analyzing how and why these companies use stream processing frameworks, we can identify the main underlying elements and compare them to our criteria. We get all information from papers and the companies tech blog. 
A. Twitter
Twitter has actually an in-house framework called Heron. But before that, they were using Storm. We are going to detail the framework evaluation for Storm, because Heron is an improvement, but they are still using what we will detail below.
The company that made Storm was acquired by Twitter in 2011. Since, Twitter modified the framework for their need. Let's begin with our first criteria : data processing model. At Twitter, because of Storm's architecture, the data processing model is a micro-batch type. We go now to our second criterion : fault tolerance. When Twitter describes Storm [18] , they say that one of the argument chosen to design Storm is : resilient (i.e : fault tolerant); their second criterion and ours correspond. As they say in the article [18] , on of the feature key is the processing semantics or message semantics. They describe that their solution has two guarantees : at least once and at most once. This characteristic correspond to our third criterion we have mentioned. Further in the article, Ankit et al. report some experiment they have made that had to show the latency results. As they calculated, their latency is close to 1ms 99% of the time. Our criteria are justified by the design, and the use of Storm at Twitter.
In this first subsection, we can conclude that our criteria match with the main characteristics of design, and use of Storm at Twitter.
B. Netflix
In their article [22], they describe Keystone which is their data pipeline; which contains modules for stream processing, like messaging and routing. To process their data, Netflix uses Apache Flink. By choosing Flink, they automatically have chosen the real-time processing for the data model criteria. They gave a summary of common asks and trade-offs and one of them is failure recovery. This correspond with our criteria. One of the asks was that the system is fault tolerant. If we follow our model, the next step is to choose the message semantics. In the post, their say that according to the use case loosing some events in the pipeline is acceptable while in other cases the event have to absolutely be processed, so it requires a better durability. We see that this sentence is a synonym to our message guarantees criteria. In another post [23], they describe this time a real use case : to know what is trending on Netflix. In order to know that, they need real-time data of what users watch. The event is then sent to be processed. They describe that one of their challenges, was having a low latency; this last criteria match with ours.
What we can conclude in this section is that these companies followed a path which correspond with our quality model. All our criteria had been taken into account by these companies 
VIII. DISCUSSION
In this section we will discuss the impact of our results, impact as well on engineers as on researchers.
This quality model can be used as a guideline when wanting to choose a stream processing framework. Answering what type of criteria is important for a given context will end to the choice of the right solution; do I need absolutely only one instance of data, or is it permissible to have duplicates ? (i.e: at least once vs exactly once semantics).
Answering to these questions based on the criteria we identified will help the engineers make the right choice quicker.
Further, the use case of our model is not limited to the choice only. Our model can be extended to serve to design a future stream processing framework architecture. When designing the solution, the model can help to see further steps on what will be implemented and thus the different dependencies it will have : when implementing the fault tolerance, the latency will increase or decrease given on how it is implemented. More over, thanks to the model, we see that the fault tolerance will also influence the message semantics.
So based on what we want to have as message guarantees, we will implement the fault tolerance in a different manner. In the other hand, researchers can use this model when wanting to evaluate a framework architecture. Also, this model, can be reused in order to compare different frameworks. When wanted, as part of their research, they can have a quicker and a better view on the different solution and what brings to them and how they are different and also similar.
More over, when wanted and depending on their need, they can easily extend this quality model in order to adapt it to their work : adding a criteria will add complexity, and thus a possible different path.
However, as we can see the model is not complete yet. There are still paths that does not give a result. If we take the fault tolerance criterion for example, there is only a Yes value, and the No value is still missing. This is due to the limit of the number of frameworks we used. As we presented only four frameworks, and all of them are fault tolerant.
As this model is also aimed to be used by future framework designer, it shows that the first of all criteria, is having a fault tolerant mechanism. As we said, this criterion will impact the other criteria such as the latency, and message guarantees.
More than that, the actual version of this model have a Yes/No values for the fault tolerance. An improved version of the model, could be to replace the Yes/No, by actual fault tolerance level : Low, Medium or High. This improvement in the future would give considerable paths, and thus more complex results.
Also, we can see that latency paths do not always have two values. Here again, we only used four frameworks to present our methodology, so it limits the paths. As we will add more frameworks, and more criteria, we will end up with a global and complete model tree, that will give a quick insight of the frameworks, and the different paths that led to them.
IX. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
With the huge amount of data generated, and given a stream processing context, choosing the right framework architecture is major. In order to do that, we first identified and explained what are the different criteria such as data model and latency... and presented some stream processing frameworks. We explained our methodology on how we came to choose the ideal framework architecture to fulfill user's needs. Given these, we provided a decision model tree, which is a quality model, to choose and evaluate a stream processing framework.
The work reported in this paper can be categorized under the class of decision help for choosing a stream processing framework. While there is a rich body of work in designing stream processing applications, and huge comparison between these applications, a system that can help you to choose the best application by criteria was still missing from contemporary stream processing systems.
In this paper we presented some architectural frameworks such as Spark, Storm, Flink and Samza that resolve the Stream processing problem. We also provided a quality model to choose and evaluate a stream processing framework after we identified some criteria such us latency, message guarantees, fault tolerance and data processing model.
There is more work that has to be done, in order to have more criteria and frameworks, thus to have a more complete, and complex model. We can base on this model to evaluate and choose a framework architecture, and not only that, this model can also serve as a guide to designing a new stream processing framework architecture. It can also be used as a support to have a quickly global view of the different solution, and what brings to them depending on the different criteria.
